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The primary event of vision in the vertebrate eye is the
photoisomerization of 11-cis-retinal, which is covalently bound as
a protonated Schiff base (pSb) to the visual protein rhodopsin. With
its high selectivity and efficiencysthe quantum yield is 65%, and
the first photoproduct is formed within 200 fs1sthe photoreaction
of rhodopsin is considered the archetype of a chemical reaction
optimized by nature to achieve a specific molecular response.2

In 1976, in a study of this reaction, Warshel proposed what he
called the “bicycle-pedal (BP) model”3 in which the concerted
rotation about parallel pairs of double bonds propagates the cis
conformation of the C11dC12 double bond to the terminal CdN
bond. On the basis of semiclassical molecular dynamics calculations
he predicted that the isomerization of 11-cis-retinal pSb could be
accomplished in 200 fs, which was more than an order of magnitude
faster than the accepted value at that time. From a modified model4,5

in which the internal strain imposed on the chromophore by double
bond rotation was balanced against the external strain exerted by
the protein environment, Warshel later concluded that the rotation
and configuration inversion of the central C11dC12 bond was
coupled with reverse twisting of the C9dC10 and other bonds, a
view that was recently corroborated by advanced QM and QM/
MM methodology.6-10

Neither the BP mechanism, which would lead to a system with
a shifted cis bond, nor Liu’s hula-twist (HT) isomerization
model11,12 are able to account for the strongly twisted, but definitely
all-trans-configurated geometry13 observed in the primary rhodopsin
photointermediate.14 On the other hand, BP motion has been
apparently confirmed in the solid state photoisomerization of
substituted cis,cis-butadienes15,16 where the rigid glass acts as a
restraining medium similar to the protein pocket and supports a
volume-confining reaction path. We have found now the first ab-
initio-based evidence that the protonated Schiff base shown as the
reactand in Scheme 1 can isomerize in a BP manner by concerted
rotation of two conjugated double bonds to yield the product shown
in Scheme 1. While the event is raresonly one in 47 trajectories
studied showed this behaviorsthe calculations prove that BP is
possible and can, at least energetically, compete with the simpler
one-bond rotation.

The starting geometry of 4-cis-pSb was taken from the CASSCF/
6-31G/ (the IUPAC name is 2E,4Z,6Z-3-methylocta-2,4,6-trien-
1-iminium) optimized structure. Starting vectors for the excited-
state trajectories were obtained after Franck-Condon excitation of
zero-point energy sampled ground-state structures. Details of the
computational setup have been described elsewhere.17 In all, we
have studied close to 50 unique trajectories which yielded mainly

the all-trans product (more than 72%) through isomerization of the
C4dC5 bond, while the remainder returned to the starting config-
uration or involved rotation about the C2dC3 bond (Table S1,
Supporting Information). However, we observed one trajectory that
gave the double-bond shifted product shown in Scheme 1. It is
analyzed in more detail in Figure 1.

Initially the excited-state trajectory follows a well-established
pattern: inversion of the π-density alternation activates strong
stretching modes of the C2dC3 and the C4dC5 double bonds
(panel D), which is reflected in a huge oscillation of the S1-S0

energy difference (panel B). Dephasing of these modes coupled
with increasing torsional motion causes a drastic decrease of the
S1-S0 energy difference which, at 109 fs into the simulation,
becomes small enough (0.8 kcal · mol-1) to initiate a hop to S0

(vector-rotation method).18,19 During this process the bonds rotate
in the same sense (“conrotatory”) as envisaged in the BP isomer-
ization model.3 The rotation is concerted but not synchronous,
because at the time of hopping the twist of the two double bonds
differs significantly (-124° and -86°, respectively). Continuing
on the S0 surface the energy difference starts to increase again, and

Scheme 1

Figure 1. Time-development of some calculated properties in the BP
conversion of 4-cis-pSb (from top): S0 and S1 energies; S1-S0 energy
difference; C2dC3 and C4dC5 dihedrals; and stretching coordinate of the
three bonds involved. Excitation occurred at t ) 0, and hopping back to
the ground state (vertical bar) occurs at t ) 109 fs.
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both double bonds relax by continued rotation until both have
reached their final cis and trans configurations, respectively.

To study the reaction in more detail we have calculated an
idealized BP-path based on a strictly synchronous rotation of the
two double bonds (section S2, Supporting Information). Starting
with planar 4-cis-pSb and increasing the two dihedrals stepwise
by 2.5° the intermediates were energy-minimized in the first excited-
state at the same level of theory that was used for the molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. The results are shown in panel A of
Figure 2. The graph shows a very flat excited-state energy profile
in contrast to the S0 surface with a discontinuous increase around
35° which is not observed in the restrained optimization of one
double bond rotation in retinal model chromophores.9,20-22 A
conical intersection23 (CI) is reached with a residual energy gap of
0.6 kcal · mol-1 at 72.5°. In the case of one double bond rotation
the CI was reached in the range of 75-80° in vacuo21 and in
rhodopsin.24,25

Not related to the BP mechanism, but topologically similar is
the disrotatory pathway in which the two double bonds rotate in
the opposite sense. For this mechanism which for steric reasons is
forbidden in the volume-confined space of the protein an analogous
scan was calculated. Astonishingly the energy profile (panel B) is
very similar to the conrotatory motion, although the geometries of
the intermediates differ strongly. They approach the conical
intersection in a very similar manner, and the final gap is almost
identical (0.8 kcal · mol-1). Small differences are obvious from
panel C in which the S1-S0 energy gaps of the two modes are

plotted as a function of the twist angles. However, both modes
have no barrier in the excited-state and since our study does
not include the environment we conclude that both pathways
are feasible in conjugated double-bond systems.

In summary, we have shown the first ab initio calculated
realization of the BP mechanism in a protonated Schiff base by
molecular dynamics simulations. The event is rare in agreement
with evidence that such a pathway is followed only in a space-
confining environment. The outcome underscores the importance
of MD simulations of a microcanonical ensemble to examine
photochemical mechanisms. In contrast to minimum energy path
calculations and other static methods, this technique allows an
exploration in principle of all regions of the potential energy surface.
Furthermore it provides information about quantum yields and
lifetime distribution of possible products. In the case of 4-cis-pSb
we have identified and characterized three different products so
far17 which demonstrate the multiplicity of possible pathways.
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Figure 2. Synchronous conrotatory (A) and disrotatory (B) two-double-
bond isomerization of 4-cis-pSb. The energy of the planar optimized
geometry in the ground-state is taken as the reference point. (C) S1-S0

energy gaps of the two modes as a function of the twist angles.
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